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ABSTRACT

With the increasing of new malicious software attacks, the host-based malware detection methods cannot always detect
the latest unknown malware. Intrusion detection system does not focus on malware detection, whereas the behavior-based
detection methods still have some difficulties in being deployed in the network layer. This paper presents a malware
detection method based on network behavior evidence chains. The proposed new method will detect the specific network
behavior characteristics on three different stages as connection establishment, operating control, and connection mainte-
nance. Then a final detection decision will be concluded according to the results detected in the different stages before.
A system prototype is implemented to proof concept the proposed malware detection methods. Copyright © 2014 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. OVERVIEW
The Internet communication technology brings great con-
venience to our society. At the same time, a variety of
viruses and malicious codes increasingly spread on the net-
work seriously, it brings growing threats to the network.
Among the various forms of malicious software, the Trojan
and spyware are most popular in internet. These malwares
are always used or programmed by attackers to gain access
to private computer systems or gather sensitive informa-
tion. Trojan and spyware distinguish themselves from other
forms of malware, by that, they have to establish a com-
mand and control channel to translate command and data.
Most of the current malware detection technology runs on
one machine and cannot monitor the network layer effec-
tively. So such kind of malware detection is not beneficial
for detecting the whole local area network (LAN). Some
intrusion detection system (IDS)-based network malware
detecting methods, such as Snort [1], is based on the com-
munication ports and some other known characteristics.
These methods do not identify or detect the communication
behavior. Thus, these methods are sometimes ineffective
with the malicious software that changes the ports dynam-
ically and disguise themselves with protocols. They are
also not effective for some unknown malicious software
newly created.

In this paper, we present a novel malware detec-
tion technique with system implementation that over-
comes some of the limitations of existing anti-malware
approaches. The new technique aims at identifying the
internal hosts infected by malwares through inspecting the
traffic cross of the border of the whole network. We exploit
this new technique with the observation that the malwares
share certain characteristics in their network behaviors
that are distinct from those of normal software. The pro-
posed technique is based on abstract characteristics of
the network behavior of the popular malware and Bayes
classification algorithm [2].

2. RELATED WORK
The current malware detection method can be classified
into host-based detection and intrusion detection as well as
network behavior-based detection methods.

2.1. Host-based detection

Host-based malware detection can be realized via three
methods as follows: (i) signature detection [3,4]. The mali-
cious software can be identified by comparing the static
signature of the suspicious files with the signature of
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known malware in the feature library. The false positive
rate of this method is low, but it is difficult to collect
the signature and it is slow to update. So this detection
method cannot identify the unknown malicious software.
(ii) integrity detection [5,6], it can detect malicious soft-
ware effectively when they inject the host and modify the
file system. It is generally used to prevent the malware
from injecting the host and cannot detect the injected mal-
ware. Besides, the false positive rate and the false negative
rate of this method are high. (iii) Heuristic detection [7–9].
By simulating the suspicious files, monitoring the system
files (including the system regedit, documents, service,
etc.), system processes and application programming inter-
faces, this technique can detect the suspicious behavior.
It can be divided into static detection and dynamic detec-
tion, in which the difference is whether to run the detected
documents to check malicious operation or not.

In summary, host-based detection technique cannot
ensure finding all the Trojans, and it is hard to deploy
on every computer of the whole network. If there are any
computers that are not protected by this technique, it is pos-
sible that there may be malicious software spreading to the
whole network from this computer.

2.2. Intrusion detection

At present, IDS and intrusion prevention system can
enhance the malware detection of the network by adding
special rules. But because the IDS is not specially designed
for detecting the communication behavior of malicious
software, the detection rate cannot be ensured. For exam-
ple, Snort is configured with over 2500 detecting rules,
and some other detection models in the network layer also
adopt the similar methods.

The IDSs mainly detect the attacks on the internet
infrastructure and the proliferation of unsolicited spam e-
mails. It is difficult for them to detect hosts infected with
malware such as Trojan horse, because generally, these
kind of communications neither consume significant band-
width nor involve a large number of targets. Analysis
can be further complicated if a malware encrypts the net-
work traffic, using rebound port [10] and communicating
over peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols to blending with P2P
file-sharing traffic [11].

Besides, a majority of antivirus firms and research
organizations use honeypots to capture mutants of known
and unknown malware. These products are based on the
acquired data and the binary samples to produce patches
for defense against malware threats. But their main aim is
to detect and gather binary samples of mutants of exist-
ing malware and viruses [12] instead of malware such as
Trojan horse.

2.3. Network behavior-based detection

Recent studies have proposed methods for detecting
new or known malware using machine learning techniques.
In [13], Moskovitch et al. proposed to detect the unknown

computer worms based on behavioral classification of
the host. Their detection accuracy exceeded 90%, and
for specific unknown worms accuracy reached above
99%, while maintaining a low level of false positive
rate. In [14], Moskovitch et al. have used active learn-
ing to detect malcode. Though they would like to expand
their approach to other malcodes, such as viruses, spy-
ware and adware, they just focused on worms. Bianchi
et al. have designed Blacksheep, a distributed system
for detecting a rootkit infestation among groups of simi-
lar machines [15]. It can detect the rootkit running in
Windows 7 and Windows XP kernel efficiently and
effectively. Xu et al. have developed a prototype sys-
tem, PeerPress, combining both the robustness of host-
based approaches and the efficiency of network-based
approaches to detect P2P malware [16], but they only focus
on P2P malware and it is unavailable when the traffic
is encrypted.

Despite of being existed for a short time, the network
behavior-based detection methods have demonstrated
very effective in identifying malwares, especially the
unknown malwares.

2.4. Our work

In this paper, we propose a new malware detection model
based on network communication behavior. We name
our new model DTrojan. DTrojan can effectively detect
the communication behavior of malicious software on
the stages of connection establishment in communica-
tions, operating control, and connection maintenance of
communications using Bayes classification algorithm [2].
The DTrojan model has three stages: (i) network behav-
ior of the collected malware is monitored in honeypot
environment and the hosts with similar behaviors are
grouped together; (ii) based on a corpus of known malware,
a malware behavior classifier is trained using learning
techniques; and (iii) the malware behavior classifier is
used to detect and identify the behavior of malware in
real network.

The proposed DTrojan model have several advantages:
(i) network administrator can use DTrojan to detect and
protect all the hosts in the network; (ii) DTrojan will
not only identify known malware but also find new and
unknown malware effectively; (iii) DTrojan will have both
low false negative rate and false positive rate; and (iv)
DTrojan can be expanded to detect other malware such as
worms, viruses, and adwares besides spyware.

We have also implemented the DTrojan model into a
prototype testbed named DTrojanDemo. The prototype is a
lightweight system specifically used for detecting network
malware, which is easy to configure on the LAN gateway.
It collects and detects the network data in and out of the
LAN and shows the detection result to the network admin-
istrator in time. As demonstrated from our experimental
results, this prototype can find malicious software such as
Trojan timely and effectively.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3
proposes the design of behavior-based malware detecting
DTrojan model. Section 4 shows the performance result
of the model DTrojan. Section 5 explains the detailed
system prototype DTrojanDemo with the proposed algo-
rithms implemented and with the experimental validations.
Section 6 gives the conclusion of this work.

3. DTROJAN DESIGN

The major purpose of malware is to acquire the information
from the infected host according to the commands from the
attacker. As a result, the Trojan or spyware has to establish
a command and control channel [17], which is a kind of
persistent and end-to-end connection to receive command
from the attacker and sends data to the attacker and its
typical client–server communication mode. In general, the
communication process of a malware can be divided into
three stages: connection establishment, operating control,
and connection maintenance. In all stages, the malwares
connection would have some unique features. So we can
collect these features and use them to train the malware
behavior classifier to detect the malware.

The detected data flow can be divided into two classes.
One is the tentative connection data flow that is not suc-
cessful to connect because the network or remote host is
not online. This kind of data flow happens when source
host continuously sends synchronization character (SYN)
packets to remote host, but transfer control protocol (TCP)
connection is not successfully established between them.

These traffic packets have the same source Internet Pro-
tocol (IP) address, destination IP address, and destination
port. Because of connection failure, source IP address
would try to establish the connection with destination
IP address from different ports, thus the source ports
are different. We can use source IP address, destination
IP address, destination ports, and detecting time as the
features of a connection.

The other one is the communication data flow that is
generated when TCP three handshake session is finished
and connection is successfully established. Such kind of
data flow is actually a TCP session. We can use the five
tuples (namely source IP address, source port, destination
IP address, destination port, and detecting time) to identify
this kind of data flow [18].

When the control side is not online, the malware would
periodically try to establish a connection with the monitor-
ing port of control side. Therefore, the tentative connection
data flow is generated. When in operating control and con-
nection maintenance, the data flow from malware is the
communication data flow, with large differences from the
normal flow in packet length and traffic data.

We illustrate the test environment of the implemented
prototype DTrojanDemo in Figure 1. The details of the
prototype design will be presented in Section 5. In order to
train the model and evaluate the features used by DTrojan,
we use seven different samples of malware run on different
virtual machines (honeypot) and send operating commands
from the control host. Besides, there are also two hosts
without any sample of malware. Besides, all the five clients
are used to do the daily work normally. The data capture

Figure 1. Test environment for capturing training data using DTrojan.
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host connected to the mirror port of the switch is used to
capture the network data of the LAN. Then we use the data
capture host to collect network data from the mirror port
for 1 day (24 h) as the training data. Because all malware
samples use configured port to communicate with the mal-
ware control host, we can distinguish the sample malware
communication data from the rest of the LAN data.

In the rest of this section, we use the training data
to explain the details of the proposed DTrojan malware
detection method.

3.1. Connection establishment

At this stage, most of the malicious software adopts ports
back-bouncing [19] technology for pushing through the
limit of firewall. So it is unlikely to detect the malware
connection from the view of connection establishment.
However, there are still many unchangeable features due to
the need of transmitting data.

When the control side is offline or connection estab-
lishment fails, the malicious software would continuously
sending SYN packets to the control port. The amount of
sending packets and the time interval are similar to those
regular connections, but most normal programs will give
up connection after several trials. Figure 2 shows a mea-
surement of the packet-sending time sequences that the
controlled side tries to connect outside when pcshare [19]
control side is offline.

In Figure 2, when sending data packets to the control
side, the malware sends a series data packets C (several
SYN packets) every time. In this paper, the packets with
time interval smaller than threshold value tth are regarded
as a packet cluster. Though the control side has the fixed
IP and listening port, if the tentative connection fails, the
malware will change the source port and try again. There-
fore, we can define that, in the detecting period T , the
largest time interval between two adjacent packets, which
are generated before the connection, is established as tmax.
We have analyzed the Trojan horse samples that have this
feature and find that the time intervals between adjacent
packets belonging to same cluster are seldom larger than
1
2 tmax, as a result, we define that the relationship between
tth and tmax is defined as Equation 1.

tth =
1

2
tmax (1)

Figure 2. Pcshare tentatively connection packet sequence.

If the threshold value of packet cluster time interval tth is
ensured, the whole tentative connection can be regarded
as a set of tentative connection packet clusters and rep-
resented by Equation 2, where n refers to the number of
packet clusters in tentative connection data flow, Cn means
the nth packet cluster in SP, where n refers to the number
of packet clusters in tentative connection data flow, and Cn
means the nth packet cluster in SP.

SP = {C1, C2, : : : , Cn} (2)

�TC represents the period between the adjacent packets
and is computed by Equation 3.

�TCi = TFPCi+1 – TFPCi (3)

In Equation 3, TPFCi refers to the time stamp of the first
packet cluster in Ci, with unit in seconds.

We consider that only when the number of packet clus-
ters in set SP is large and the duration is long, then it is
necessary to detect the tentative connection features. When
the time interval is too short or the number of packet clus-
ters is small, it is possibly a normal program other than
malware tentative connection packets, and it connects the
packets for once or more.

Therefore, only when n > 10 and the duration is
larger than 10 min, we consider that this data flow
has the detecting condition for tentative connection.
We set the threshold value of the variance SD�tc of
�TC1,�TC2, : : : ,�TCn–1’s, THsdt as 1.0. Only when
SD�tc > THsdt, we consider that this data flow has
the tentative connection feature, and the probability is
defined as TrojanFProbtc, which will be further discussed
in Section 3.4.1.

3.2. Operating control

After successful communication establishment, the next
stage is the operating control. It means that the attacker
will send control commands, such as file search, file down-
load, screen capture, and sound monitor, to the malicious
software. Then malware would accomplish the related
operation according to the control commands and sends
the result and data to the control side. Table I shows some
upstream and downstream correlation data in the operating
control stage measured from the training data. In general,
the data flow in this stage has larger average upload stream
and larger average upload packet length.

3.2.1. The analysis of upstream and downstream

data flow.

For the communication process between malware and
control side, the control side sends control commands to
malware, and malware returns large amount of sensitive
data to the control side [20]. Therefore, the downstream
traffic is far less than the upstream traffic in the communi-
cation data flow of malware, whereas in the normal data,
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Table I. The comparison of malware upstream and downstream data.

Average uppkt_len Average downpkt_len
Trojan horse Up packets Down packets Down data (KB) Up data (KB) (bytes) (bytes)

Pchare 3925 2355 3677 142 936 60
PoisonIvy 7136 4744 4935 383 691 80
Huigezi 5212 3542 4234 238 812 67
Icyriver 3222 2198 3432 223 1065 101
Magicremote 5367 3432 4521 306 842 89
Netsys 3123 2523 2931 143 935 76

Figure 3. The accumulative probability distribution of upstream over downstream.

such as web browsing and file downloading, the down-
stream traffic is generally much more than the upstream
traffic. In Table I, where we have the statistics of six
malware upstream and downstream data flows on the
operating control stage, it is easy to obtain the conclu-
sion that the upstream data amount is obviously larger
than the downstream one. The proportion between the
upstream data amount and the downstream data amount
(Upstream_data/Downstream_data) is 25.9 12.9 17.7
15.4 14.8 20.5 , respectively for the six types of Tro-
jan horse shown in Table I.

At the same time, we captured 2206 normal session
streams, 857 of which are upstream and downstream bidi-
rectional data. We show the accumulative probability dis-
tribution of these 857 session streams in Figure 3. There
are only eight sessions in which the ratio of upstream traf-
fic against downstream traffic is larger than 10, occupying
only 1% of the total sessions.

In the following, we set THudd , the ratio threshold
value of upstream data against downstream data in oper-
ating control data flow, as 9.0. When the ratio of the
upstream data, Upstreamdata, against downstream data,
Downstreamdatais, is larger than THudd , this data flow
has the flow inversion feature of Trojan data flow. The
abnormal data flow probability of such feature is defined as
TrojanFProbudd , which will be specified in Section 3.4.1.

3.2.2. The size detection for upstream and

downstream data packets.

The major roles of the control side of a malware play
are as follows: sending control commands and sending
response packets after receiving the data from the con-
trolled side. Therefore, the packets that control the side
send are always small, whereas the packets that control
the side send are large-sized data packets. In Table I, it
is easy to obtain the conclusion that in the operating and
control time, the average packet length of upstream data
from almost all the malwares is more than 600 bytes, and
the average packet length of downstream data is less than
110 bytes. Therefore, we set the threshold values of the
aforementioned two lengths THupl and THdpl to 600 and
110 bytes, respectively. For a certain data flow, if its aver-
age upstream packet length is bigger than THupl and the
average downstream packet length is smaller than THdpl,
this data flow has the length feature of malware communi-
cation data packets, and the abnormal data flow probability
is defined as TrojanFProbpl, which will be specified in
Section 3.4.1.

3.2.3. Interactive command detection.

After receiving the commands from the control side,
besides sending data to the control side, the controlled
side of malware may operate on all the hosts for shell
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Figure 4. The duration distribution of normal connections.

commands. In interactive sessions of shell commands,
the time interval of continuous small packets (in which
length is less than 20 bytes) is between 10 ms and 2 s.
When the time interval proportions are more than the spe-
cific threshold value THic between 10 ms and 2 s, this
data flow is considered to have the interactive command
characteristic of a malware, and the abnormal dataflow
probability is defined as TrojanFProbic. According to ref-
erence [21], when the detection result is good, THic is set
to 0.2.

3.2.4. Connecting time detection.

Because most of the normal data flows we used in this
paper are generated by artificial operations in our lab and
the generated time is during the working hours, a data flow
generated outside the working hours has high probability
to be generated by malware. Once connected, the mal-
ware would not disconnect it except that the control side
is offline or the hosts are shut down. Thus, the connection
time is always very long. We find out the normal connec-
tions from the training data and the distribution of these
duration shown in Figure 4. In the duration distribution
of 2279 normal connections, the ones whose continuous
time over 60 min only occupy 0.14%; the ones over 5 min
occupy about 0.5%. As almost all malware connections
last more than 5 min, we set the threshold value of con-
nection time as 5 min. When the connection duration of
a specific data flow is over 5 min, this data flow would
be considered to have the continuous time characteris-
tic of a malware, and the abnormal data flow probability
is defined as TrojanFProbdur, which will be specified in
Section 3.4.1.

3.2.5. Active time.

The working hours of our lab are from 09:00 to 23:00.
Based on the testing environment of the lab and the active
time feature of a malware, the data flow that is in connec-
tion outside working hours of the lab is more possibly to
be considered abnormal, and the probability is defined as
TrojanFProbct, which will be specified in Section 3.4.1.

3.3. Connection maintenance

When no command sent to the malware and all com-
mands are accomplished on the control side, the con-
nection enters into the free stage [22]. For maintaining
this state, the malware and control side would periodi-
cally send probing packets to monitor whether the other
side is online. The periodically probing packet is called
heartbeat packet. On this stage, the average length and
the amount of upstream and downstream packets are
very small.

3.3.1. The analysis of heartbeat packets.

A heartbeat packet is a kind of user-defined, fixed-
length, and periodically sent packet in the web data flow
[23]. For example, t, during a heartbeat cycle, there are
always two 273-byte length heartbeat packets from the
server side and three 108-byte length heartbeat packets
from the control side. But the amount of heartbeat packets
does not confirm this rule strictly. In Figure 5, the amount
of heartbeat packets and the size of sending and receiv-
ing data of the malware PoisonIvy [19] are shown, which
are the packets from the training data. The absolute value
of Y-axis means the length of sending (negative value) or
receiving (positive value) packets, and X-axis means the
time of sending or receiving packets. There are two types
of packets. One is the ACK (acknowledgment character)
packet without data, the others are probing and response
packets including some data with over 58 bytes. By the
influence of network environment, the system in the mal-
ware does not send ACK packet every time to the control
side. Thus, the amount of upstream and downstream pack-
ets in the heartbeat packet clusters is influenced heavily by
the network environment. However, there are probing and
response data with the same structure in the upstream and
downstream data in every heartbeat packet, so the data in
application layer loaded in upstream and downstream data
packets do not change and it has small amount. This pattern
can be obviously observed in Figure 5. The same pattern
can be acquired in the analysis of heartbeat packets from
other malware abnormal traffic.
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Figure 5. The time distribution of heartbeat packets for malware PoisonIvy.

As a result, we divide the packets into clusters
according to the time distribution of upstream and down-
stream data flows. More specifically, two packets, sent or
received, with time interval of less than T (1 s) most pos-
sibly belong to the same data packet cluster. The ones that
belong to different clusters are in the time interval of over
5 s. Here, we acquire the heartbeat package cluster col-
lection, which is in time interval of less than 1 s through
Equation 4.

HP = {H1, H2, � � � , Hn} (4)

In Equation 4, HP refers to the collection of malware heart-
beat package; n refers to the number of clusters; Hi(i =
1, 2, � � � , n) refers to the first n heartbeat packet cluster that
connects the heartbeat maintenance stage; the time interval
of the packets in the same cluster is less than 1 s and the
one in the other cluster is over 5 s.

Heartbeat packets generally have the similar pattern
in time interval, besides, most malwares have same time
intervals between their heartbeat packets. However, to
escape from detection, there are still some Trojans that
adopt the specific algorithm to make the time interval
change regularly. Though these Trojan’s heartbeat packets
don’t have obvious periodical pattern, the traffic feature of
upstream and downstream data in clusters never changes.
As a result, we can detect the heartbeat packets clusters
according to the variation of their data length, and the
variation can be formulated by the standard deviation of
clusters’ data length. The heartbeat packets are all short
packets, because they are just used to keep the connections
instead of transmitting data. So there is no much difference
between the packets length of the upstream and down-
stream. Besides, when servers received heartbeat packets
from clients, they send echo packets to the clients. As
a result, in a heartbeat clusters, the upstream and down-
stream have similar packets number and data length. So
when we compute the variation of the packets clusters,
the upstream and the downstream have the same weight.
�HD, the variation of heartbeat package loaded traffic in
application layer is calculated as Equation 5.

�HD =
1

2
(�HUD + �HDD) (5)

where �HUD is the standard deviation of the upstream
change of heartbeat package clusters and �HDD is the stan-
dard deviation of the downstream. The data flow that meets
the condition of �HD < 2 and n > 10 has the heartbeat
maintenance characteristic, and the abnormal traffic proba-
bility with this characteristic is defined as TrojanFProbhp,
which will be specified in Section 3.4.1.

3.4. Abnormal port judgment

The network behavioral features discussed earlier are the
abnormal behavioral features that a malware shows in the
network activities. But it does not mean that only malware
can have these features. Therefore, we use the feature sus-
picious probability to identify the abnormality of a certain
data flow feature.

Web traffic can only stay in one of the three stages men-
tioned earlier at any one moment and shows the behavioral
feature on one communication stage. The same malware
could show different features at different time. Therefore,
it would lead to high false positive rate and false negative
rate if judging from only one result of detecting one item
of data flow. To solve this problem, we propose a joint sus-
picious probability method, which measures different data
flow at different time, to detect the malware. The control
port of the same malware control side is unchangeable,
that is to say, different data flow generated at different time
by one malware uses the same destination port. We can
calculate the joint suspicious probability of different data
flows, which use the same destination port in a period to
judge the possibility of this port that is used by attackers to
issue attacks.

3.4.1. The calculation of feature

suspicious probability.

We further discuss the feature suspicious probability
TrojanFProbi here, which can be obtained from the sta-
tistical analysis between a large amount of normal data
flow and malware abnormal communication data flow.
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TrojanFProbi is influenced by the proportion of feature
i data flow in normal communication data flow, namely,
if the proportion is larger, the feature i performs vaguer
as abnormal behavioral feature, and TrojanFProbi value
becomes smaller. At the same time, TrojanFProbi is also
related to feature i in the abnormal data flow. If the pro-
portion of feature i data flow in abnormal communication
is larger, feature i performs more obvious as the abnor-
mal one, and TrojanFProbi value becomes larger. More
specifically, we define Equation 6

TrojanFProbi =
TrojanNumi

NormNumi�TrojanTotali
NormTotali

+ TrojanNumi
(6)

where TrojanFProbi is the suspicious probability of fea-
ture i, namely, the possibility of feature i data flow being
abnormal; TrojanNumi is the number of abnormal data flow
items, which fit feature i in the training set; TrojanTotali
is the sum of abnormal data flow items in the training set;
NormNumi is the number of normal data flow items, which
fit feature i in the training set; and NormTotali is the sum
of normal data flow items in the training set.

When one item of data flow has one of the aforemen-
tioned abnormal behaviors in detecting time, the probabil-
ity of abnormal data flow is presented as feature suspicious
probability. The data flow on operating control stage may
have multiple abnormal behavioral features, thus, the sus-
picious probability is the average value of the suspicious
probabilities of these features.

3.4.2. The calculation of port

abnormal probability.

In single detection, the suspicious probability of a
remote port is defined as Equation 7.

TrojanPortt = 1 –
mY

i=1

(1 – TrojanFProbi) (7)

In Equation 7, m is the total number of abnormal fea-
tures detected on the flows connecting to port t during the
detection period. And TrojanFProbi is the suspicious prob-
ability of abnormal feature i. The suspicious probability of
a remote port is calculated based on multiple features. The
higher the features’ suspicious probabilities are, the higher
the remote port’s suspicious probability is. Besides, if the
suspicious probability of one feature is 1 (100%), the suspi-
cious probability of the remote port is 1 (100%) according
to Equation 7.

In time T , the probability of detecting abnormal port is
described as Equation 8, where dec_times is the sum of this
detecting times during the detecting period T . The larger is
the TrojanPort value, the greater is the possibility of being
an abnormal port.

TrojanPort =
1

dec_times

TX

t

TrojanPortt (8)

4. PARAMETER SETTING AND
MODEL VERIFICATION

In this section, we describe the detailed testing environ-
ment in our lab for prototype model verification. There
are eight known Trojan programs installed randomly on
seven of the 15 computers. Network communication data
are captured on the image port of switches in the lab. We
choose 737 items of normal data flow randomly. A total of
74 items are in tentative connection stage; 547 items are
in operating control stage; and 116 items are in connec-
tion maintaining stage. A total of 234 items of abnormal
data flow are chosen. Among them, the numbers in each
stage are 93, 67, and 74 respectively. Table II shows the
parameter settings of the data flow features.

In different network environment, there are distinctions
in the statistic results of different thresholds and data flow
features and so is the possibility of abnormality. As a con-
clusion from the statistics result, if judging abnormal data
flow from only one behavioral feature, the false positive
rate is relatively high. For example, in the feature statistics
process of normal data flow, we find that one IP address
in the LAN keeps on trying to connect the remote port
130.158.6.56:80. Through artificial detection, these con-
nections are normally sent by client PacketiX VPN Client
Manager. By using the proposed algorithm and the statis-
tics joint detection probability in 24 h, the port suspicious
probability value is low. As a result, the data flow has only
one suspicious behavior feature.

The statistics results of the data flows from the con-
trol side of eight malwares in 24-h detection are shown in
Table III.

We can find from the detection results that, in 24 h,
the monitoring port of the same malware always shows
different behavioral features. By setting specific detec-
tion period, and taking comprehensive consideration of the
detection results in different time intervals of the period,
the final detection method can effectively solve the vague
performing problem of malicious communication behav-
ioral feature in one detection period and lower the false
positive rate.

The software gwgirl [19] shows the same feature as the
malware on the tentative connection stage and connection
maintaining stage. However, its online method is a passive
connection model. When establishing a connection, it is

Table II. Parameter settings of the data flow features.

Behavior Normal Malware

Phase Feature Session Session TrojanFProb(%)

Establish Connect 23 79 73.2

Operation

Flow 103 61 82.9
Packet 135 59 78.1
Shell 97 41 77.5
Duration 31 65 94.5
Time 37 54 92.3

Idle Heartbeat 19 67 84.7
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the control side, not gwgirl, that sends a connection request
to malware. It does not possess the characteristics of a ten-
tative connection. The connection is passive and the data
do not need maintenance after delivery. Thus, it does not
possess the characteristics of heartbeat packets.

Magic, gwboy, and Huigezi [19] also do not possess
the characteristics of heartbeat packets on the connection
maintaining stage. Actually, these software do not maintain
the same connection on the free stage. After establishing
connection and verifying the information, they will receive
the reset packets sent by the control side. The malware
will re-establish the connection after some time and repeat
this connection process. The phenomenon possesses the
characteristics of the tentative connection.

Because part of hosts may be shut down while detected,
or the malware has not been controlled by the control
side, some of the malwares that own network communi-
cation behavior features are not obvious. However, as the
statistics results shown in Table III, almost every malware
possesses over three behavior features in 24 h, the same as
our proposed malware detection model DTrojan.

On the test stage, many network games possess some
characteristics of network behavior, so they may be also
detected as Trojans. But the traffic generated by these
games, which has large download traffic, is unique from
that of malware. The control side of malware does not need
to send much data to malware, so we can remove the game
software judging from the downstream traffic. In the exper-
iment, it is found that the average downstream traffic of
all Trojans is less than 2 KBps. As a result, we set the

threshold value as 2 KBps to avoid the mistake made from
network games.

5. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

Based on the proposed malware detection system DTrojan
described earlier, we have developed the prototype DTro-
janDemo under operating system Ubuntu-11.10, which has
been used to detect the abnormal traffic and find suspicious
ports of the LAN.

Figure 6 shows the framework of DTrojanDemo. DTro-
jandemo mainly consists of three modules: flow prepara-
tion module, flow detection module, and detection results
query module. The first two modules are written in C and
Mysql, and the last module is realized by JSP and Apache,
which will be explained in details as follows.

5.1. Flow preparation module

Three functions are realized in this module: packet cap-
ture, flow regroups, and flow storage. DTrojanDemo uses
PF_RING [24] to capture TCP packets in the switch image
port of the LAN. It regroups and identifies every TCP
packet according to five-tuples source IP address, source
port number, destination IP address, destination port num-
ber, and detecting time.

The storage structure of data flow in random access
memory is shown in Figure 7. The data flow header con-

Table III. Parameter settings of the data flow features.

Figure 6. Framework of DTrojanDemo.
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Figure 7. Storage structure of data flow.

tains source IP address, source port number, destination IP
address, destination port number, capturing time (storage-
in time), flow statement, flow size (including upstream
and downstream), number of packets (including upstream
packets and downstream packets), and so on. Every item
of data flow includes two packet chains, namely, upstream
packet chain and downstream packet chain. As a result of
long period in detecting module and large amount of data
flow, the finished and time-out sessions [25] are saved in
the database. DTrojanDemo only detects communication
behavior of data flow, but for content detection, only packet
header data of session unit are saved, without load data of
packets. The data flows stored in database are classified
according to their local IPs. Not all the data flows have the
detecting condition, such as communication in short time
or large downstream and small upstream data, which need
not be stored in database. The data flow, which satisfies one
of the following conditions, can be stored in database.

(1) Data flow that has not been connected successfully.
(2) Data flow whose connection duration is over 10 min

and upstream traffic is no less than three times of
downstream traffic.

(3) Data flow whose connection duration is over 10 min
and the average length of both upstream and down-
stream packets is smaller than 110 bytes.

5.2. Flow detection module

The detecting duration of DTrojanDemo is set to 1.5 h,
that is, DTrojanDemo would detect packets in 1.5 h from a
certain destination port. The network communication data
of a host (source IP address) are used as an example. The
procedure is described as follows.

(1) Data flow sorter regroups the 1.5 h data according to
destination IP address and destination port number.

(2) Extract the failed connection data flows, which have
the same source and destination IP addresses and

destination port number, in Porti to make up the
tentative connection data flow. Then it is sent to
behavior detector of connection establishment stage.

(3) Calculate the average upstream and downstream
packet lengths of the surplus data flow. The data flow
whose traffic is less than 110 bytes would be sent
to behavior detector of free stage, and the others are
sent to behavior detector of the operating stage.

(4) According to the detection result and calculating
method in Section 3.4.2, calculate the abnormal
probability of Porti in the detecting process.

5.3. System management module

When network administrator inquires the detection results,
the system would display the details of the suspicious prob-
ability of each suspicious port and the abnormal behavior
of a certain suspicious port in this period.

Under default circumstance, this system would calcu-
late the suspicious port probability of the last 24 h at
8:00 AM every day and sends the detection report to
the email address of network administrators. Figure 8
shows information provided by the user interface of the
prototype system.

In order to overcome the high rates of false positives
and false negatives of signature-based malware detection
and host-based detection, in this paper, we propose a new
network behavior evidence chain-based malware detection
method named DTrojan. The DTrojan analyzes the net-
work behavior feature of data flow to find the abnormal
ones. Then it comprehensively analyzes several items of
data flow with the same destination port in a period to cal-
culate the suspicious probability of malware monitoring
port. The detecting target is the behavior feature of data
flow, not communication content or a single packet. Thus,
the detection efficiency is improved and the influence from
content encryption and protocol masquerading is avoided.

The feature threshold value and suspicious probabil-
ity in the model are specified in this paper. Though the
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Figure 8. Information provided by user interface of DTrojanDemo.

model has passed through large amount of data statistics
and experimental verification, the detection results would
be different in threshold value and suspicious probability
with the traffic from different network environment such as
LAN for educational, LAN for family, and LAN for inter-
net cafe. Therefore, we need to find better method under
different network environment. Besides, a large amount of
P2P traffic exists in the network communications, which
occupy much cache space and detection time. A new fil-
ter method is needed to identify the P2P traffic before data
flow storage.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new malware detection tech-
nique DTrojan, which is based on network behavior char-
acteristics and utilizes the classification algorithm from
the data mining to analyze the real traffic data of a
LAN to identify the malware. The DTrojan focuses on
the malware’s communication flows instead of the com-
munication contend and single packet, which detects not
only the known malware but also the unknown and new
malwares and malwares using encrypted communication
content efficiently. By using behavioral characteristics to
detect malware, this technique can satisfy the needs for
a large database of signatures to identify each known
malware. Another important benefit is that the detecting
rules can be adjusted and optimized according to the real
network environment, detecting better results in different
network environments. Besides, this technique can also be
expanded to detect other malware, such as worms, virus,
and adware not only detecting spyware.
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